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Slender Man’s Evolution:  

Creepypasta and the Canon of (Collective) Memory 

 Of the five canons of rhetoric, memory concerns scholars in a special way—Socrates was 

worried writing would completely change memorization abilities, and current scholars worry 

Google will deeply affect the way we remember information. As the conception of memory 

alters because of changing media, communities will adapt accordingly. Specifically, in online 

communities, users in any given creative community—such as those existent on websites like 

DeviantArt and hitRECord—access the work of others within their communities for inspiration 

and collaboration efforts. While the two aforementioned examples are mostly contained to those 

particular websites and the various social media utilized by those websites, the creepypasta 

community spans many websites and many other communities online. Creepypasta is a form of 

microfiction, resembling urban legends, which are written and distributed by the members of the 

creepypasta community on many websites, including Creepypasta.com and Reddit. Due to the 

participatory nature of creepypasta writing, in using the rhetorical canon of memory, creepypasta 

community members also employ what French philosopher Maurice Halbwachs called la 

mémoire collective, or collective memory. Collective memory is the shared knowledge of a 

group of people, and writers of creepypasta use that in addition to the rhetorical canons of 

memory, invention, and delivery. Creepypasta demonstrates the different ways Internet users 

now enact memory in digital composition, as the creepypasta community members build upon 
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their memories of others’ creations to invent new stories about previously existing creatures and 

visual products that add to their community’s collective memory. 

Review of Literature  

As memory evolves, the way writers and communicators utilize memory evolves with it. 

According to Julia Romberger, memory “held great importance among the canons for the 

ancients” because of its link to invention and delivery (207). According to Plato, Socrates is 

concerned that the invention of writing will “produce forgetfulness” because those who practice 

writing “will not practice their memory,” and Socrates viewed memory as an internal practice 

necessary for anyone to be a quality rhetor (par. 1). In “On Memory and Reminiscence,” 

Aristotle establishes the difference between memory and perception—that is, if something, like a 

ball, is still in front of a particular person, they are not remembering, but perceiving, the ball 

(par. 2). Aristotle argues that memory “implies a time elapsed” because people perceive objects 

in front of them and “remember” those objects later (par. 3). Further, Quintilian believed 

memory served us best in education, as “all knowledge depends on memory, and we shall be 

taught no purpose if whatever we hear escapes from us” (par. 1). The anonymous writer of 

Rhetorica ad Herennium argues that all speakers should “possess the faculties” of all five canons 

of rhetoric—Invention, Arrangement, Style, Memory, and Delivery—noting that “Memory is the 

firm retention” not only of what the speaker wishes to say but how the speaker wishes to say it, 

illustrating the important connection between memory and arrangement for public speaking (par. 

3). Again addressing the importance of memory and arrangement, Cicero argues that “hardly 

anybody exists who has so keen a memory that he” can remember the exact arrangement of a 

speech without practice (par. 7).  

While many classical rhetoricians claim the importance of the connection between 
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memory and arrangement, Tony Fahey notes that Giambattista Vico argued for importance of 

imagination and memory during the Enlightenment: “For Vico, while imagination and memory 

are not exactly the same they are effectively the two sides of the same ‘common sense’ coin” 

(12). Memory and imagination are linked in their connection to the canons because memory is 

necessary for the production of new ideas, but new ideas cannot be generated without 

imagination, as any particular person’s imagination allows that person to recall what they already 

know and build upon that recollection to generate new notions. 

While classical and Enlightenment rhetoricians acknowledge the link between memory 

and invention, arrangement, and imagination, the idea of a collective memory arises from 

Halbwachs’ work in collective psychology in the 1930s, which he published in The American 

Journal of Sociology. In his “Individual Consciousness and Collective Mind,” like Vico before 

him, Halbwachs argues that invention—or imagination for Vico—is the product of memory; 

while Halbwachs is specifically addressing scientific invention here, his ideas can be applied to 

rhetorical invention, as well: “techniques can be the object of social reflection, while at the same 

time the invention of the technique, as of science and its applications, results from collective 

thought” (820). Halbwachs argues that an individual can produce an invention, or create a new 

idea, but the usefulness of that idea will come from the collective. Further, Halbwachs argues 

“that the character trait of collective representations and tendencies is to express and manifest 

themselves in material forms” (822). Once a population who share a collective psychology or 

collective memory creates a new idea, that idea will be displayed through the materials of that 

culture. Similarly, in their study on “group remembering,” Mary Susan Weldon, Cassidy Blair, 

and Penny Dearmin Huebsch argue that memory is typically “studied as a process within the 

individual mind,” but remembering is often a social activity (1568), noting a difference between 
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Socrates’ ideas of the individual memory being important and moving toward the concept that 

group memory is important in creation of new ideas and concepts, meaning that people often do 

more remembering when prompted by their particular social groups and encouraged to remember 

by those groups through their shared materials and experiences. So, while much recent collective 

memory scholarship focuses on the products communities create based upon significant trauma 

experienced by community members, like memorial sites dedicated to victims of a crime, 

Halbwachs’ original work focuses on the ability of the group to share a collective idea and 

produce items representative of that idea. 

Collective memory becomes especially important when considering the role of the canon 

of memory in digital media published on the Internet. When users want to publish something 

new online, they may easily find that others have posted about similar topics before through a 

quick Google search, making it potentially more easy and more difficult to post original content 

online. Romberger and Jeff Pruchnic and Kim Lacey address the differences between traditional 

memory and memory as it exists online. While Pruchnic and Lacey argue that memory is 

“approached largely as an historical interest” within the many various university departments 

who study rhetoric, Romberger argues that memory has a place within digital publication when 

she contends that digital publication makes rhetors consider how memory affects delivery and 

invention more than perhaps other publication media (207). Further, Romberger acknowledges 

that those who have the privilege of access to these digital publications decide “what counts as 

social memory and what does not” (210); that is, those with the easiest access are those most 

likely to participate which means they will decide what is important enough to continue being 

part of their community’s materials and memory. 

With this decision-making process in mind, consciously or unconsciously, when online 
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rhetors seek to create something new, they must first consult their group’s collective memory to 

be sure they are creating something which their group will deem worthy rather than consulting 

their own individual memory for the purposes of arrangement and delivery of a speech. One such 

group is that which exists within the creepypasta community, and their work with the character 

of Slender Man serves as an example of the group’s use of collective memory as Slender Man 

has evolved from photo manipulations, to videos, to text-based stories. Although, as noted, 

current collective memory research tends to focus on sites of trauma and tragedy shared by 

individuals who are physically in the same location—and the creepypasta community recently 

experienced their own tragedy, so there certainly are some memorial sites online but that has not 

become the focus of the community as they try to distance themselves from that particular 

tragedy and place more precautions on their websites to deter audiences who they believe are not 

ready to interact with creepypasta or its community—collective memory can be applied to online 

communities, as well, especially when considering the ease with which online community 

members can access the previous work of those within their community.  

Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin also illustrate how previous iterations of any of the 

creepypasta characters could be remediated into other forms. This remediation would draw upon 

the creator’s memory, add new stories to the previous collection, and allow users to access the 

new content as soon as its creator posts it: “The Web today is eclectic and inclusive and 

continues to borrow from and remediate almost any visual and verbal medium we can name…. 

What remains the same is the promise of immediacy through the flexibility and liveness of the 

Web’s networked communication” (Bolter and Grusin 197). The immediacy then provides a 

context for the collective memory from which any creepypasta creator can draw to create new 

versions of other stories, whether those are remediated stories or entirely new stories based upon 
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previously existing characters. With that, creepypasta provides an excellent example of 

collective memory in action online because its characters—specifically, Slender Man—undergo 

evolutions at the hands of its writers and readers, where the creators of new creepypasta content 

are clearly inspired by and building upon previous works. 

Slender Man and (Collective) Memory  

One of the most popular creepypasta characters—and therefore, one of the most present 

in the collective memory 

of those who read and 

write creepypasta—is 

Slender Man. Slender 

Man is an incredibly tall 

creature who wears a 

business suit, sometimes 

has tentacles, almost 

always stalks people in 

the woods, and is absolutely always faceless. Slender Man’s origin has been traced to Something 

Awful forum user, Victor-Surge, who created the original photoshopped images (pictured above) 

of Slender Man in a photo manipulation contest (Night Mind). In the image, Slender Man is the 

very tall, faceless creature in the back of the crowd of children. The caption for the photo reads: 

“The original Slender Man pictures. / ‘we didn't want to go, we didn't want to kill them, but its 

persistent silence and outstretched arms horrified and comforted us at the same time...’ / 1983, 

photographer unknown, presumed dead” (Victor-Surge). Together, the image and the caption 

create a persona for this Slender Man character—he is fearsome and presumably able to control 
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the people he stalks. From Victor-Surge’s creation, many other iterations of Slender Man arose, 

including a video series, stories, and video games. 

Marble Hornets  

Of those iterations, the most widely known is that called Marble Hornets. This video 

series is based upon the Slender Man mythos and includes found footage of a film student’s 

efforts to create a film before he ultimately abandons his project due to encountering Slender 

Man (Clear Lakes 44 | Marble Hornets). This series illustrates the capabilities of creepypasta 

creation, as the creators took the character from the photoshopped images and a few previous 

stories to create ninety-two videos illustrating the film student’s and then that student’s friends’ 

struggles with Slender Man, whom they call the Operator. While the Operator appears much like 

Slender Man, he does lack the tentacles so often used in the Slender Man lore which existed 

online before Marble Hornets creators produced him. 

Before Marble Hornets, Slender Man, or The Operator, was only recognized by a very 

small group, even within those who enjoyed creepypasta. According to one of the series creators, 

“There was a lot of room to play with [when creating the video series], and it gave us a lot of 

freedom [with the character]” because not much had been done with the character of Slender 

Man outside of Victor-Surge’s photographs (Night Mind). With all of the “room” they find, the 

creators of Marble Hornets construct a world in which the Operator is very real. They do this 

first and foremost through the use of their YouTube channel where they publish the previously 

mentioned ninety-two videos. Along with the YouTube videos on their main channel, Clear 

Lakes 44 | Marble Hornets, they published secondary, “response” videos on an account called 

totheark. These response videos are used as clues to help viewers figure out what is happening in 

the main Marble Hornets storyline (Night Mind). These videos, then, act as one of many 
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paratexts for the Marble Hornets universe to allow readers further insight into the mysteries of 

Marble Hornets.  

In their study of digital paratexts and how digital publication removes the necessity for 

“verbal sequentiality,” Dorothee Birke and Birte Christ explain Gérard Genette’s theory of 

paratexts: “There is what we call the interpretive function: paratextual elements suggest to the 

reader specific ways of understanding, reading, interpreting the text” and complicate that theory 

as they suggest the theory should be expanded to better apply to “‘digital-born’ narrative” (67). 

Marble Hornets’ paratexts include both the totheark videos and postings from a Marble Hornets 

Twitter account, wherein the main character, Jay, keeps record of his attempts to discover what 

truly happened to his friend, 

Alex. The tweets allow 

followers to keep up with Jay 

and therefore to create their 

own links between the tweets 

and the videos published on 

YouTube.  

This Twitter page 

(pictured right) also acts as a 

navigational tool for readers, 

as Birke and Christ note, 

“paratextual elements also 

have a navigational function 

in that they guide the reader’s reception in a more mechanical sense, both when approaching the 
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text and when orienting herself within the text” (68). The tweets on this particular account show 

readers how Jay is progressing and alert them as to when Jay will post new videos from the Clear 

Lakes 44 | Marble Hornets YouTube account. Jay also uses this Twitter account to respond to the 

totheark videos, especially when interacting with those readers following his story who 

encourage him to view the videos and help them solve the puzzles presented. In utilizing this 

Twitter account, the creators of Marble Hornets encourage their readers/viewers to participate in 

their story, thus inviting them to participate in the other readers’/viewers’ memory of the 

progress of this particular story, as they determine clues based on their prior knowledge of 

Slender Man and how the Operator represents the Slender Man mythos. Readers/viewers then 

utilize their own memories to help the character of Slender Man/the Operator evolve within the 

context of Marble Hornets. 

Many Slender Man fans were unhappy with Marble Hornets creating the Operator to 

resemble Slender Man, but many in the creepypasta community also appreciate the ability to 

now use Victor-Surge’s creation how they please. Those who did not want Surge’s creature to 

change believed the new iteration of Slender Man made Slender Man “not truly scary;” however, 

according to the Slender Man Wiki, many prefer Slender Man’s ability to evolve with his 

audience:  

Slendercreators and supporters of the mainstream Slender Man counter that it is 

not a deformation of the mythos, but rather evolution of them. Many believe that 

because MarbleHornets became the primary vehicle for the mythos early on and 

opened the mythos to a wider audience that the trends it set in the mythos are 

equally legitimate, if not more than, the original mythos. (“Surgism” par. 4) 

These particular creepypasta enthusiasts appreciate Slender Man’s “evolution” and enjoy that 
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Slender Man was introduced to a larger audience via Marble Hornets. This evolution, then, 

allowed more creepypasta writers to use Victor-Surge’s character or the version of that character 

from Marble Hornets to create their own stories using Slender Man. Those opposed to this new 

version of Slender Man share one collective memory/psychology that makes Victor-Surge’s 

version the best version, while those who appreciate Slender Man’s ability to evolve as a 

character show more willingness to expand their memory, as Halbwachs notes, there can be 

“only a certain order of arrangements or relationships between individual minds” (818). Some 

will share a memory that allows for rearrangement of rhetoric—in this case, the rhetoric of 

Slender Man—while others will not, which means Slender Man can change but only certain 

community members will accept the change. The Marble Hornets video series became the main 

channel for Slender Man, introduced a larger audience to Slender Man, and allowed that 

audience to reinvent and rearrangement stories about Slender Man as they saw fit, building upon 

previous inventions and others’ arrangements through Marble Hornets paratexts. 

Entering the Narrative via Paratexts 

Using Victor-Surge’s creation allows other to enter into the community to share their 

own versions of the stories. One of the tenets of the creepypasta community is that any new 

stories should be believable—otherwise, they are labeled “crappypasta” and will find a different 

kind of fame than their creepy counterpart. To write a believable story about any particular 

creepypasta character, the writer must visit other media detailing that character’s existence. If 

someone wanted to write a new story about Slender Man, they should visit Marble Hornets, and 

they should read stories previously posted by others. But new writers must also find unique ways 

to make their stories notable, as Romberger writes: 

Another assumption is that within multimodal texts, the rhetor who originates the 
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pieces is composer and reader, as are all audiences for the piece. This puts a strain 

on the canon of memory in that, although any multimodal composition relies on 

memory from a variety of sources… it also must… find a way to make itself 

memorable to the audience and enter into the larger stream of social memory that 

is increasingly digitally available. (207) 

Romberger explains that because community members often act as both the writer and the 

audience, they must be aware of the other products within their community so that their stories 

are not lost in an overwhelming collection of other stories. For example, a quick search on 

Creepypasta.com yields 3,520 results for “Slender Man.” If a new user of this particular website 

were hoping to for an introduction to Slender Man, they may use the search and just read the first 

few results. More likely, however, is the chance that they would see the “Most Viewed Pastas” 

and “Most-Discussed Pastas” lists and discover that Slender Man makes an appearance in both of 

those lists via a creepypasta simply titled “Slenderman.” 

 This creepypasta has 1,231,682 views and 1,132 comments (“Slenderman”), and these 

numbers suggest that less than one-one-hundredth of a percent of viewers are commenting on the 

story, but the story is still one of the most popular on the site. This popularity likely comes as a 

result of the timing of this particular story. The writer of this iteration of a Slender Man tale 

writes one year after the first Marble Hornets video was posted while Slender Man was still 

steadily gaining popularity in the creepypasta community. Working within the collective 

memory of creepypasta readers, this writer creates a tale that, while not the scariest story, still 

retains the basic features of a Slender Man story—the tall, faceless creature, stalking, anxiety for 

the audience, and an ending that does not really feel like an ending. This ending allows the writer 

to situate her story in the context of the collective memory of those creepypasta members who 
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truly enjoy Slender Man’s stories. If this Slender Man story happens in the same 

universe/timeline as the Marble Hornets Operator stories, the story should not have a traditional 

end because Slender Man is still “out there.” The choice to not “end” her story allows this writer 

to connect with other Slender Man lore currently being created and shared by other creepypasta 

community members. 

 This open ending then allows other Slender Man creations to fit within the collective 

memory fostered by the collective narrative which these writers use to explore Slender Man and 

his victims’ stories. Stories like this one also leave room for other stories to develop within the 

Slender Man mythos, including more images, videos, and even video games. While numerous 

Slender Man games exist, one of the most popular during Slender Man’s rise to fame was 

Slender: The Eight Pages, originally 

titled Slender. In Slender, the user 

plays as a person searching the woods 

for eight pages with notes/drawings 

(pictured right) depicting Slender 

Man (Markiplier). This video game 

acts as a paratext for the Marble 

Hornets video series in that it creates 

a universe wherein the player is trying to collect these notes before being caught by Slender 

Man, just as the characters in Marble Hornets try to collect information regarding the Operator 

before experiencing the consequences of having found him. Slender even utilizes some scenery 

from Marble Hornets in its game map, cementing it as another medium, another paratext, 

through which users can interpret the Slender Man story. 

(wikiHow) 
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 As he writes about the paratexts of indie games, focusing more on parts—titles, gameplay 

manuals, readme files—of particular games as paratexts, Mikhail Fiadatou argues that scholars 

should not make “the assumption that the boundaries of paratext are clearly defined and that it is 

easily distinguishable from the text itself” (86). While distinguishing between Marble Hornets 

and Slender may be easy due to the differences in the nature of the two media, distinguishing 

their stories is not as easy. Both iterations of this Slender Man tale share scenery and characters. 

The Slender Man of Slender has clearly been more inspired by the Operator of Marble Hornets 

than the Slender Man Victor-Surge portrays in his original photo manipulations. So, what this 

means is that the creators of the Operator character have drawn from the mythos previously 

existing within Victor-Surge’s photo creations, and the Operator inspired the creators of Slender 

through their access to their collective memory of Slender Man. While Fiadatou argues text and 

paratext are not easily distinguishable, Birke and Christ argue that paratext “can more or less 

clearly be distinguished from text and context” and can be used to discuss “elements that fulfill 

functions of interpretation, navigation, and commercial distribution” (80). Fiadatou and Birke 

and Christ are both right in the case of Marble Hornets, “Slenderman,” and Slender. While 

Victor-Surge’s creations are the “originals” in this case, the Marble Hornets version of Slender 

Man, called the Operator and lacking tentacles, is the more widely popular version of Slender 

Man and the version presented both in “Slenderman” and Slender, making “Slenderman” and 

Slender paratexts of Marble Hornets, which may be considered a—very extensive—paratext of 

Victor-Surge’s original photo manipulation project featuring Slender Man. 

Conclusion 

 While memory has evolved from its initial use of helping rhetors instantly recall their 

material into many different functions and appearances today, paratexts specifically in the 
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creepypasta community with texts featuring Slender Man, help creepypasta community members 

enact their collective memory, therefore allowing them to use the rhetorical canon of memory to 

practice the rhetorical canons of invention, arrangement, style, and delivery. 

 These rhetorical canons are utilized by community members who create materials 

representative of their collective memory, and while many communities’ collective memories 

focus on the tragedies that have occurred within their groups, the creepypasta community chose 

to focus elsewhere and continue creating their stories. While the community could have focused 

on the recent tragedy and allowed that to dictate their new writing about Slender Man, they 

instead chose to change a few of their rules to ensure the safety of those who are perhaps not 

ready to read creepypasta and continue writing stories and creating content so that they could 

combat the unknown together. Today’s creepypasta creators and readers use creepypasta like 

urban legends and campfire tales. They face their fears through these stories and understand 

themselves better for it.  

 As creepypasta audiences interacted with Marble Hornets videos and the many paratexts 

uncovering the “unknown” which developed from that video series, they were able to create a 

sense of community online which allowed them to experience collective memory and enact 

memory in ways that were previously restricted to groups in the same physical space or which 

were entirely restricted to the individual. In Halbwachs’ original description of collective 

memory, he argues that collective memory allows groups to adopt a shared “mental attitude,” 

which shows them they are part of the group (818). Those who solved the puzzles presented by 

Marble Hornets and interacted with its paratexts are now part of the same group who share the 

same collective memory and can now enact memory differently because of it.  

 While this is just one particular instance of collective memory being utilized like 
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memory, more research into the topic of collective memory in digital spaces could yield 

interesting results about how and why people interact the way they do online. These results could 

then be utilized to understand how and why certain people are drawn to certain communities, 

allowing for the understanding of collective memory as something more than the shared 

experiences of a physical group. While the current understanding of collective memory allows 

for research into memorial sites and the physical spaces which show a community’s memory, the 

definition should be expanded to include digital, Internet-connected spaces because numerous 

communities exist solely online, illustrating the human need for connection even in seemingly 

unhuman spaces. 
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